Execute each of the following five shots with the CB at the head spot, the OB in the center of the table, and the target ball frozen to the center of the foot cushion, with the video camera(s) in the indicated positions:

1. optional: **Slow Follow** – hit the 1 into the 2 and follow the CB to the foot cushion (side view).
2. optional: **Stop Shot** – hit the 1 into the 2 and stop the CB in place (side view).
3. **Draw Shot** – hit the 1 into the 2 and draw the CB back to the head cushion (side view).
4. **Fast Follow** – hit the 1 into the 2 and follow the CB with enough speed to go off the foot cushion to the head cushion (rear view).
5. **Cut Shot** – pocket the 1 in the corner (aiming-line view with close-up zoom on the face).

**In an optional 2nd session, do side pocket shots with the CB and OB on the table center string, equidistant from each other and the side pockets (viewing from the side):**

1. stop shot.
2. follow shot hitting the OB and CB into the same side pocket.
3. draw shot pocketing the OB and CB in opposite side pockets.